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This paper deals with navigation of mobile device in outdoor and indoor environment by only navigation system or application. In
the paper, the navigation system is proposed in the light of seamless navigation service. Main parts of the system from positioning
point of view are based on GPS and WifiLOC system. WifiLOC is an indoor positioning system based on Wi-Fi technology. The
proposal of the system will be described in detail. The system is implemented at the University of Zilina as a pilot, noncommercial
project; therefore it is called University Mobile Navigation System (UMNS). The navigation system can be characterized as real-
time system, that is, the system operations cannot be significantly delayed. Since delay of the system depends significantly on
communication platform used for map information downloading or communication with the localization server. We decided to
investigate an impact of the used communication platform on the time needs for some of the functions implemented in navigation
system. Measurements were performed in the real-world application. Next experiment is focused on testing of the accuracy of used
indoor positioning system. Outdoor positioning accuracy is not tested because GPS is utilized in outdoor, and this system was
already exhaustively investigated.

1. Introduction

In past few years, high number of navigation systems for
mobile devices was successfully developed. Most of these
systems can be used in outdoor environment, where position
of the mobile device is estimated using satellite systems
like GPS (Global Positioning System) or GLONASS (Global
Navigation Satellite System). Generally, these systems are
mainly used in transport applications, to find shortest path
to the given destination point in the field of navigation, but
can also be used for pedestrian navigation or navigation of
the blind people [1–4].

Similar situation is in the indoor environment. Many
navigation systems were developed also for this environment
and they are mostly used for navigation in large buildings
[5–7]. Most of these systems using radio signal positioning
to achieve position estimate, which is important for the
navigation applications [7]. It is also possible to use a high-
sensitivity GPS receivers or GPS pseudolites in the indoor
environment, but this solution is still quite expensive [8, 9].
The largest number of indoor navigation systems is based on

the Wi-Fi technology and use fingerprinting positioning to
estimate position of mobile device [10].

In this paper, we will propose navigation system for
mobile device, which can be used in both indoor and
outdoor environment. In the outdoor environment proposed
system utilizes the GPS receiver, which is nowadays built in
large number of smart phones. On the other hand, in the
indoor environment positioning based on Wi-Fi fingerprint-
ing localization is used to estimate position of the mobile
device. In the navigation, position of the mobile device
is estimated using WifiLOC positioning system [11]. This
system has mobile-assisted centralised architecture, which
means that measurements required for position estimation
are performed by the mobile device. Measured data are then
sent to the localization server, which estimates the position
of mobile device.

Different communication technologies can be used by
mobile device to connect with the servers, which are used
to calculate optimal route to destination point, estimate
position in the indoor environment or serve as storage of
the maps. Since different technologies allow transmission
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with different data rates, impact of the used communication
technology on the performance of proposed navigation
system will be investigated.

Impact of the used communication technology on the
communication time, together with localization accuracy
in the indoor environment was investigated in real-world
experiments. For this purpose, proposed navigation system
was implemented at the campus of the University of Zilina.

Rest of the paper will be organized as follows; in the
next section fingerprinting algorithm used for the indoor
environment will be described. Proposed navigation system,
described in detail in the Section 3. Section 4, introduces
measurement scenarios. Achieved results are shown is
Section 5. Section 6, concluding the paper and introducing
plan for the future work.

2. Fingerprinting Localization

Fingerprinting algorithms can be divided into groups based
on mathematical procedures used to estimate position of
mobile device [12]. Basically, they can be divided into
deterministic and probabilistic algorithms. In deterministic
algorithms, the radio fingerprint is assumed to be nonran-
dom variable, which depends on the position of the device.
On the other hand in probabilistic algorithms, the radio
fingerprint is assumed as random variable. In our work we
deal with deterministic fingerprinting algorithms based on
nearest neighbor (NN) method, which can achieve sufficient
accuracy as well as more complicated method, when density
of radio map is high enough [13].

Accuracy of this method in radio networks is determined
by two factors [14]. Firstly, signal properties vary much at
relatively small area. For instance, in few meters range, signal
from an AP can get attenuated, or even get lost. Secondly,
these signals are relatively constant in time, what allows their
use as indicators of a position.

Main disadvantage of this method is sensitivity to envi-
ronment changes such as object movement in the building
(e.g., people and furniture), which altogether affect signal
properties. In case that environment has changed, it is
necessary to update the map, but the signal is most affected
by walls and furniture; therefore, update is not required so
often.

2.1. Radio Map. Fingerprinting method consists of two
phases. At first, it is creation of the radio map for an area
where planned localization service is desired (see Figure 1).
Radio map is basically a database of spots with known
position (coordinates) coupled with various radio signal
properties, for example, RSS, signal angles, or propagation
time. The phase, when radio map is created, is called the off-
line phase. Generally, the offline phase can be performed by
either measurements in a real environment or by prediction
as described in [15]. In the first case, it is very time-
consuming, but there are precise real RSS information used
in calculations. On the other hand, prediction of RSS is
more comfortable, but the data are highly dependent on a
quality of map model of given environment and also on
used radio signal propagation model. High demands on
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Figure 1: Radio map for fingerprinting algorithms using RSS.

the quality of map model and propagation model makes
prediction of RSS quite hard to implement. Compromise
between the demanding effort to create the radio map and
achieved localization accuracy can be found in [16].

2.2. Localization Algorithm. After the radio map is created,
second phase can take place. This phase is commonly called
online or localization phase. During this phase MS measures
signal properties at unknown spot. Then the radio map is
searched to find a best match from existing spots. The match
is actually the nearest point from database and is considered
as MS position (for NN method).

The most common method how to find the best match
and actually perform localization is use of the Euclidean
distance with the Nearest Neighbor algorithm [12]. Let us
assume a fingerprint in radio map, which is characterized by
vector P:

P =
[
x j
]
= [x1, . . . , xM], (1)

where x j characterizes the spot, that is, values of the signal
properties (e.g., RSS), M represents the number of access
points (APs) used for radio map creation. In general, let us
consider the radio map contains fingerprints of N spots:

Pi =
[
xi j
]
= [xi1, . . . , xiM], i = 1, . . . ,N. (2)

Unique identifiers of neighbor APs as well as spot coordinates
are stored in radio map and they are coupled with xi, but are
not shown here for model simplicity. The whole radio map
contains all fingerprints Pi and creates the set S written as

S = {Pi : i = 1, . . . ,N}. (3)

In case of mobile device localization, the signal properties are
measured at unknown spot, a new fingerprint Q is obtained
as follows:

Q =
[
yj
]

, j = 1, . . . ,M. (4)

The Euclidean distance dk between vectors Pk and Q is
defined as

dk = |Pk −Q| =
√√√√√

M∑

j=1

(
xk j − yj

)2
. (5)
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When Euclidan distance formula is applied on the entire
radio map, the vector of distances D is obtained between all
of the radio map vectors Pi and the vector Q can be calculated
as

D = [di] = [|Pi −Q|] =
⎡
⎢⎣

√√√√√
M∑

j=1

(
xi j − yj

)2

⎤
⎥⎦, i = 1, . . . ,N.

(6)

Position of mobile device than can be estimated using

x̂ =
∑N

i=1(1/Di)Li∑N
j=1

(
1/Dj

) , (7)

where x̂ is estimated position, Di (Dj) represents ith ( jth)
element of vector D, Li stands for the position of ith reference
spot in the radio map database, and N is the number of
reference spots.

The estimator (7), which keeps K positions with smallest
distances is called the WKNNs (weighted K-nearest neigh-
bors) method. WKNN with all distances Di = 1 is called
the KNNs (K-nearest neighbors) method [17]. The simplest
method, where K = 1, is called the NN (nearest neighbor)
method.

3. Proposal of Navigation System for
Hybrid Environment

We have developed navigation system feasible for navigation
in both outdoor and indoor environments. The system is able
to continuously navigate from outdoor to indoor environ-
ment or vice versa. Position used by the proposed navigation
system can be estimated using GPS signals in outdoor envi-
ronment, or using Wi-Fi localization system based on finger-
printing in the indoor environment and in areas, where the
GPS signals cannot be used, due to NLOS (non-line of sight)
conditions or high GPS signal attenuations.

The proposed navigation system was implemented at
the University of Zilina as a pilot, noncommercial project;
therefore, it is called University Mobile Navigation System
(UMNS). This navigation system is developed as user-
oriented application for navigation in the hybrid environ-
ment using mobile device. Device should be equipped with
Wi-Fi receiver, GPS receiver, internet connection and should
be based on Android operation system. Basic concept of the
proposed system is shown in Figure 2.

In the above figure is shown all equipments, which are
used by the proposed navigation system to estimate position
and estimate route to the given destination point. Commu-
nication between mobile device and servers is realized using
different wireless technologies for the internet collection.
Localization server is part of WifiLOC system and it is used
to estimate position of mobile device in the indoor environ-
ment or in case that GPS signals are weak or not present.
Indoor map server stores maps of the buildings, where navi-
gation system can be used and it is represented by Ericsson
Labs server. Outdoor map server is represented by Open
MapQuest server, which stores outdoor maps of the world.

Geocode server is used to convert information provided by
the user to geographic data. The server with OSM (Open
Street Map) database stores information needed by both
Open MapQuest and geocode servers.

Generally, if device is equipped with GPS receiver, and
there is a visibility on the GPS satellites, the mobile device can
estimate its position using directly GPS signals. On the other
hand, when the mobile device is out of GPS signal range, for
example, in indoor environment, position is estimated using
the WifiLOC positioning system.

In case of the outdoor environment, map is downloaded
from the Open MapQuest server. This open-source applica-
tion is described in [18]. It is also possible to get information
about actual geographic position, of the given address or add
a name to the given position. In outdoor environment the
route to the destination point is calculated on remote server,
because of the large number of data. On the other hand,
indoor maps are downloaded from the Ericsson labs servers
[19]. At the beginning, the indoor maps have to be created
on the server. We implemented this system as a case study
of navigation service in the campus of University of Zilina;
therefore, maps of the particular buildings of University of
Zilina campus were created.

We decided to use Ericsson Labs servers because this
server provides application to easily create maps of the
indoor environment called Map Studio. Map Studio is
accessible via internet connection as a web application.
Advantage of this application is a possibility to create maps
of any building, together with logic structure needed for the
navigation. This tool also allows adding different points of
interest and transfer points into the map. These points can
used to compute optimal route for the navigation.

3.1. Principle of Communication in the System. In this part,
the fundamental communication between parts of the system
is explained in the following example. After the startup of the
application in mobile device, the mobile device is localized
on the map. The localization is automatically performed by
GPS or WifiLOC. There is possibility to define destination
point of the route if the user wants to be navigated. If user
choose this option the map is shown together with menu as
can be seen in Figure 3. From this menu the destination point
for navigation can be chosen in three ways. First way is to
choose the destination point directly from the map.

Second way is to search for the desired destination point.
In that case user write desired destination as text request.
Request should be written in format: street, city, and country.
Request is then sent to geocode server. This server use text
from the given request to find the position of the destination
point using a data stored in the database. In case that request
is not given in the specified format, geocode server can send
back wrong coordinates of the destination point.

When the mobile device receives information from
geocode server, position of destination is shown on the map
using blue circle centred on the given position. In the case
that geocode server does not find requested position, or there
was an error in communication between device and geocode
server, application shows message “Geocode server did not
find requested position.”
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Figure 2: Concept of proposed navigation system.

Figure 3: Menu to choose destination point of navigation.

Since UMNS allows also navigation inside the buildings,
we implemented this system at the University of Zilina
campus. There is button called UNIZA in the application
menu. If the user chooses this option, it is possible to set
the destination point inside the building of the university.
It is possible to choose concrete building, floor, and so
forth. According this information, the floor plan should be
downloaded into the mobile device. This step is important
because map data includes information about the whole
building and also about every room. This information is
needed to create a list of the rooms and a list of the persons,
who have offices in the building. If data in the map was
changed on the server, it is important to download the data
again into the mobile device. When the maps are loaded, it
is possible to choose destination point inside the building.
Destination point can be chosen using room ID, or the name
of a person which has office in the building from the list
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Figure 4: Sequence diagram of the communication in the proposed
system.

generated by the application based on a data stored in the
map. Sequence diagram of the communication between user,
proposed UMNS application and servers is shown in the
Figure 4.
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3.2. Navigation inside the Building. Maps downloaded from
Ericsson Labs server are used during the navigation inside
the building. In case that the user is navigated from the
outdoor environment, his position is assumed to be at the
building entrance. Application allows viewing the maps of
the building. Each floor of the building has its own map and
it is possible to switch between them by pressing point of
interest (PoI) showing a stairs. In case of long press of the
point in the map, information about room, like room ID
and names of persons who have office in the given room, is
shown.

Using settings menu it is possible to turn on localization
of the mobile device or switch on or off the route to the
destination point. Accuracy of the route is given by map
properties and number of points in the map, since the route
to destination point is calculated using points in the map and
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Localization in the indoor environment
is implemented using the WifiLOC system or SelfLoc appli-
cation. SelfLoc application is based on information given
by the user of the mobile device. In SelfLoc, the user needs
to define the point from which he wants to be navigated
to the destination point. WifiLOC system was developed at
the Department of Telecommunications and Multimedia at
University of Zilina [11, 20]. This localization system utilizes
positioning based on Wi-Fi fingerprinting method.

3.3. WifiLOC Positioning System. The basic properties of the
WifiLOC positioning system are described in this part. The
system utilizes signal information from surrounding Wi-Fi
networks for the position estimation. The system is based
on the fingerprinting positioning method and received signal
strength measurements.

WifiLOC system architecture, shown in the Figure 5, is
designed as the mobile-assisted positioning concept. The
mobile-assisted positioning means that the necessary mea-
surements are done in the localized mobile device and mea-
sured results are forwarded to the localization server (LCS)
in the network part. The position is estimated (calculated) at
server side using basic NN algorithm (see Section 2).

The system is based on client-server architecture. From
different point of view the entire architecture could be
divided into three almost independent parts:

(i) localization server;

(ii) network of access points;

(iii) mobile device-user, client.

The division was purposely performed because of func-
tion of particular parts. The core component of the system is
the localization server. It consists of more functional entities:
database server, web server, and communication platform.
LCS is built on Ubuntu operating system [21]. Radio map
is saved on database server based on MySQL platform, which
is free to use [22].

Communication between client and LCS could be imple-
mented by various standard communication links depending
on availability. Obviously, Wi-Fi is used as default, but
bluetooth, UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System) or GSM (Global System for Mobile Communica-
tions) were successfully tested.

Network of access points can consist of various network
provider APs. The signals from all fixed AP are passively
scanned and utilized for the positioning. The system relies on
the fact that transmission power is not changed when device
is not connected to the AP.

Mobile device can be any mobile phone, personal device,
tag or laptop equipped with IEEE 802.11 chipset. Localiza-
tion application is developed in Java language SDK (Standard
Development Kit) due to its easy implementation and cross-
platform compatibility.

4. Measurement Scenarios

Navigation system described in previous chapter will be
extensively tested for its parameters evaluation. Measure-
ment scenarios were proposed to estimate the most impor-
tant system parameters from navigation function point of
view:

(a) time needed for the function of the proposed naviga-
tion system;

(b) indoor localization accuracy.

Time needed for the function of the navigation system is
estimated as time from sending of the request till the end of
the data processing on a mobile device. Each measurement
was performed in the 50 independent trials. Sequence dia-
gram for the measurements is shown in Figure 6. Concretely,
there will be investigation into:

(a) time needed to download the map and route for
indoor and outdoor navigation;

(b) time needed to download the map and navigation
route (itinerary) for different route lengths in out-
door;

(c) time needed for position estimation by WifiLOC
(indoor).

In the first scenario, measurements were performed to
estimate time needed for maps downloading into the mobile
device in outdoor environment. It is clear that downloading
time is given by size of the given part of the map and
also by used internet connection. The second part of this
scenario was performed in the same way, but measurements
were performed for downloading of indoor map instead of
outdoor map. The impact of three different communication
platforms was investigated: EDGE, UMTS/HSPA, and Wi-
Fi. We agreed on the platforms because they are the most
widespread and implemented in almost all current mobile
devices.

In the second scenario, time complexity of indoor
localization part was estimated using time measurements
similarly to the first scenario. In this case, estimated time
was given by time needed to send the request for position
estimation, time needed for position estimation by localiza-
tion server, and time needed to send localization information
from the localization server to the mobile device. Same
communication technologies as in previous scenario were
tested and compared.
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In the third scenario, the accuracy of the WifiLOC posi-
tioning system was investigated. In this scenario, influence
of the environment on the achieved localization accuracy
was examined. Measurements were performed in different
room types and during different times of the day. These
measurements show how the small changes in environment
caused by moving peoples affect achieved positioning error.
In this scenario, position of mobile device was estimated in
50 independent trials for each of the four cases (200 position
estimations in total). The area where localization accuracy
of the WifiLOC system was tested is shown in the Figure 7.
Localization area was situated on the one floor with size of
approximately 333 meters squared. There were 67 spots in
the radio map distributed in grid with regular distance of 2
meters.

Measurements performed in the last scenario were also
aimed to evaluate positioning accuracy. In this scenario,
measurements were performed during two days. This helps
us to estimate impact of environment changes on the
accuracy of proposed navigation system. Measurements can

305306

321 322 323 324 325

304 303 302 301

Figure 7: Environment where measurements were performed.

be divided into measurements performed in rooms and
measurements performed in corridors. This helps us to
investigate room accuracy of the localization algorithm. In
this case, the measurements were performed for 80 positions
in the rooms and 90 positions in the corridor during both
days.

5. Achieved Results

In this section, results achieved during the measurements will
be shown. All measurements were performed in the campus
of the University of Zilina using HTC Legend mobile device.
Results achieved in the first scenario are shown in Table 1.

According to the results shown in Table 1, there can be
seen that the shortest time needed to map downloading
was achieved by UMTS/HSPA communication platform. It
can also be seen that mean time needed for the download
of the map using Wi-Fi technology as communication
platform, was almost the same compared to UMTS/HSPA.
Disadvantage of Wi-Fi technology is high deviation of the
time needed to download the map. This is probably given
by background traffic in the Wi-Fi network generated by
other users in the area. On the other hand, the advantage of
communication over Wi-Fi platform lies in the economical
point of view, since in most cases user is not charged any fees
to use Wi-Fi network.

From the results it can also be seen that the longest time
to download the map from the server was necessary for
the EDGE communication platform. This result is not
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Table 1: Time needed to download the map and route for naviga-
tion.

EDGE UMTS/HSPA Wi-Fi

Δt (ms) 7891.03 1240.59 1383.22
Outdoor

σ(ms) 2578.53 395.56 1495.28

Δt (ms) 4456.52 1891.62 2135.72
Indoor

σ(ms) 2628.99 437.74 651.62

Table 2: Time needed to download the map and navigation route
for different route lengths in outdoor environment.

Used communication technology
Length of the route

EDGE UMTS/HSPA Wi-Fi

Δt (ms) 7891.09 1240.59 1383.22
d< 10 km

σ (ms) 2578.53 395.56 1495.28

Δt (ms) 12316.96 1551.57 1657.16
d< 100 km

σ (ms) 6607.07 6607.07 423.39

Δt (ms) 13722.92 2043.61 1871.86
d< 500 km

σ (ms) 3886.06 353.09 738.38

Δt (ms) 27242.92 2550.19 2992.82
d> 500 km

σ (ms) 8668.71 829.79 445.13

surprising, due to much lower transfer speeds in the
EDGE technology. It is commonly known that theoretical
maximum transfer rate for EDGE technology is 384 kbps,
UMTS/HSPA technology can achieve maximum transfer rate
of 14 Mbps for downlink and 5.74 Mbps for uplink and Wi-Fi
technology can work with data transfer rates up to 54 Mbps.

When achieved results for the indoor and outdoor
maps are compared, it can be seen that time needed to
download maps has changed. Transfer time has decreased
in the EDGE communication technology. On the other
hand, particular times achieved for UMTS/HSPA and Wi-
Fi communication technologies increased. It was caused the
fact that indoor maps are much smaller compared to outdoor
maps. These results seem to be affected by speed of the login
process needed for the connection to the server of Ericsson
Laboratories, where the maps are stored.

In next step, time needed to download map and route
for different lengths of the navigation route was measured.
In this case, measurements were divided into four groups
based on the length of the navigation route. First group
was created for the route with distance smaller than 10 km.
Second group was created using distances in the range from
10 km to 100 km. Third group consisted of distances in the
rage between 100 km and 500 km. The last and fourth group
was created from routes with long distance navigations over
500 km. Achieved results are shown in Table 2.

From the obtained results it can be seen that times
achieved using UMTS/HSPA and Wi-Fi technologies were
almost the same. It is also clear that difference between
times needed to download the map and routes information
when distance is lower than 10 km and 100 km are almost
the same. Difference in the needed time is only 0.3 s, it
is very low. It can also be seen that time achieved using
EDGE communication platform was much higher. In case

Table 3: Time needed for position estimation.

EDGE UMTS/HSPA Wi-Fi

Δt (ms) 1593.22 630.65 443.26

σ (ms) 572.01 128.8 162.36

that distance of the route is lower than 10 km, time needed to
download map and route information using EDGE is more
than 5 times higher compared to Wi-Fi and UMTS/HSPA
platforms. When distance to the destination is higher, results
achieved using EDGE technology gets even worse and in case
that map needed for long distance navigation needs to be
downloaded the needed time is more than 9 times higher
compared to Wi-Fi and UMTS/HSPA technologies.

Results achieved in the second scenario for delay of the
position estimation, using WifiLOC localization system, are
shown in Table 3. On the basis of the results it can be seen
that communication technology seems to have significant
impact on delay of estimated position.

It can be seen, that UMTS/HSPA and Wi-Fi commu-
nication technologies achieved almost the same delay of
estimated position report. When communication between
mobile device and localization server was based on connec-
tion via EDGE technology, delay of the estimated position
was about 150% higher compared to Wi-Fi communication
technology. From the results, it can be seen that time
achieved using EDGE technology is too high for the nav-
igation system application, since the time is higher than
1 second. Time of 1 second is assumed to be the highest
position estimation delay time which is feasible for the
navigation applications.

Results achieved in the third scenario can be seen
in Figure 8. Measurements were performed in four cases,
representing different conditions in the environment. In the
first case both phases of the fingerprinting localization were
performed during the same day, in the same conditions in the
environment. In the case number 2, the localization phase
was performed during the other day, there was different
number of moving people in the area and few pieces of
furniture were moved. In the third case, the online phase
was performed in the empty building, so there were no
moving people that can affect the signal propagation. All the
measurements performed in the fourth case were done when
there were no moving people in the building during the both
phases.

From the results it can be seen that changes in the
environment have impact on localization accuracy. It can
be seen that, when there was no moving people during
the localization phase, accuracy achieved was much lower
even if the radio map was created in different environment
conditions (case 3). It is clear that best results were achieved
in case 4 representing ideal conditions, because disturbances
caused by the dynamic changes of the environment were
minimized. On the other hand, the worst results were
achieved in case 2 which can be identified as real conditions
since it represents most common environment in real-world
applications.
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Table 4: Localization precision of WifiLOC positioning system.

Number of estimations Number of accurate estimations Number of false estimations Success rate (%)

Rooms
Day 1 80 74 6 92.50

Day 2 80 71 9 88.75

Corridor
Day 1 90 76 14 84.44

Day 2 90 77 13 85.56
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Figure 8: Localization error achieved in the different conditions in
the indoor environment.
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Figure 9: Localization error achieved in the different conditions
and different types of the indoor environment.

In the next step, localization accuracy achieved for both
ideal and real conditions, for two different types of rooms
was compared. Rooms were divided into office rooms and
corridors, achieved results can be seen in Figure 9.

According to achieved results it can be seen that localiza-
tion error depends on the type of room in the environment.
In the real conditions, localization accuracy in the office
rooms was much higher compared to corridor. This is caused
by differences in propagation and by different impact of the
moving people on the localization accuracy. For the office
rooms, the difference in achieved localization error is much
lower compared to change in corridor.

In the last scenario, measurements were performed to
evaluate positioning precision of the proposed navigation
system. In this case, measurements were done in the real

conditions, in different days and in all kinds of above
investigated environment. Localization precision is evaluated
by comparison of estimated and real positions. When
estimated position is in the same area (same office room or
same part of the corridor), then estimated position is marked
as accurate, and in case that estimated position is not in the
same area position is marked as false estimation. Achieved
results are shown in Table 4.

From the table, it can be seen that higher precision was
achieved in rooms compared to corridors. It can be seen
that in case that mobile device was in the room, positioning
precision was about 90 %. It is also evident that number of
false estimated positions was almost the same during both
days, so precision of the positioning system seems to be
stable even in case that there are some minor changes in the
localization area.

In the corridor, number of false estimated positions was
slightly higher; accurate estimations achieved 5% worse value
compared to results achieved in rooms. This can be caused by
the fact that Wi-Fi signals in corridors have a bit different
characteristics due to differences in propagation of radio
waves. The differences in the accuracy in the corridors, when
there are minor changes in the environment, are even smaller
compared to results achieved in the rooms.

Results achieved in the measurements show that local-
ization accuracy of the used localization system for indoor
positioning should be improved. Results also show that
there is impact of the used communication platform on the
delay of the estimated position report. The worst results
were achieved by EDGE communication technology, but
even delay achieved by EDGE technology is suitable for the
proposed application.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, a novel navigation system applicable to the
hybrid environment was described. The system can provide
a navigation service in the hybrid environment where mobile
device has to be localised in outdoor in indoor. The system
was implemented as University Mobile Navigation System
(UMNS) at the campus of the University of Zilina. The
real-world testing of the system was performed in this
environment.

Real-world measurements were performed to evaluate
time complexity of localization and map and route down-
loading using different communication platforms. According
to the achieved, results we can conclude that communication
platform has significant impact on the time necessary for a
relevant data downloading. As we expected, the most reliable
platform was UMTS/HSPA from a time relations point of
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view. The best results were achieved by the UMTS/HSPA
platform for both outdoor and indoor environments. Com-
munication based on the Wi-Fi technology achieved similar
results compared to UMTS/HSPA from the time delay point
of view. Advantage of Wi-Fi technology lies in the fact, that
communication via this technology is mostly free of charge.
Communication based on EDGE technology had the highest
delay. These results are caused by the transport speeds of
particular communication technologies.

Delay of the position estimation was only investigated in
the indoor environment, because GPS was used in outdoor
environment and it is a well-known tested system. Indoor
positioning was performed by part of the system based on
WifiLOC positioning system. Achieved results have almost
the same characteristic as previous results for all used
communication platforms. Delay of the position estimation
achieved using Wi-Fi and UMTS/HSPA was almost the same.
When EDGE platform was used for communication with
localization server, achieved delay was much higher. From
the achieved results, it is clear that EDGE communication
platform is not feasible for the navigation purposes due to
high delay of the position estimation.

In the last experiment, the positioning accuracy in indoor
was extensively investigated. The changes of the localization
area during both offline and online phases have significant
impact on positioning accuracy. Therefore, the radio map
should be periodically optimized. Finally, the successful
position estimation rate was tested. The position estimation
was successful if the estimated position is in the true area
(same office room or same part of the corridor). The
successful position estimation rate was more than 85% of
all position estimations. These results confirm that idea
about positioning seems to be optimal for positioning and
navigation in hybrid environment. The accuracy of the used
indoor positioning system should be increased. The success
rate can be improved by implementation of optimization
algorithm which takes into account previous position of
the mobile device. The implementation of the optimization
algorithm to the navigation system belongs to our future
research goals.
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